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Introduction

Attachment theory provides a powerful perspective for investigating the nature of the relationship between experiences of caregiving and developmental outcome. Attachment organization in infants and toddlers has been linked with future adaptation. Therefore, it is important to promote secure attachment relationships between caregivers and their offspring. In the last decade, investigators have increasingly directed their efforts toward understanding and modifying attachment relationships in high-risk and psychiatric populations. Dozier, Egeland, and Benoit have been at the forefront of theoretical and research initiatives designed to prevent insecure relationships and promote secure attachment relationships in young children. In these articles, the authors review the literature on attachment-based interventions and highlight key empirical findings regarding the efficacy of prevention and intervention initiatives.

Research and Conclusions

Dozier begins by reviewing how the type of caregiving provided affects the quality of children’s attachment. She goes on to explain that the strongest predictor of infant attachment is parental state of mind regarding attachment. Dozier also discusses the variations among intervention strategies utilized to enhance attachment security. She draws upon a 2003 meta-analysis conducted by Bakermans-Kranenburg, van Ijzendoorn and Juffer, in which they concluded that interventions that target parental sensitivity and are initiated after approximately six months of age are more effective than interventions with more global goals that begin during the early months. Moreover, she concludes that brief interventions are at least as effective as those that are longer in duration.

Egeland emphasizes that security of attachment during infancy has been consistently shown to predict aspects of social development during childhood, with secure attachment relating to more optimal developmental
outcomes and insecure attachment predicting socioemotional maladaptation. Egeland further states that attachment relationships may have long-term effects on the course of biological development. Consistent with Dozier, Egeland therefore concludes that it is critical to design and evaluate programs to promote a secure parent-infant attachment relationship. Like Dozier, Egeland also discusses two broad types of intervention strategies designed to foster secure attachment relationships: 1) strategies that target parental sensitivity; and 2) strategies that strive to alter parental representation with respect to their own histories of caregiving. A central tenet of attachment theory is that the early relationships between infants and their caregivers lead to the formation of mental representations of the self, others, and of the self in relation to others. Therefore, the focus of interventions on modifying these mental representations or targeting caregiver behaviour assumes importance. Egeland proffers an important caveat to findings that support the utilization of short-term interventions that target modifying parental sensitivity. Specifically, Egeland cautions that although these programs are successful with relatively low-risk samples, more comprehensive and long-term interventions are likely to be necessary with high-risk families.

Benoit’s article is focused on a particular pattern of insecure attachment, the disorganized classification. Unlike organized attachments, in which coherent strategies for relating to the caregiver in times of stress are present, disorganized attachment is not characterized by any consistent strategy of relating to the caregiver. Disorganized attachment has been identified as particularly significant in putting youngsters at risk for socioemotional maladjustment and psychopathology. Benoit emphasizes that although caregiver sensitivity has been linked with organized patterns of attachment, it has not been shown to relate to disorganized attachment. Benoit discusses the fact that, in an analysis of 15 studies from their 2003 meta-analysis, Bakermans-Kranenburg and colleagues concluded that attachment interventions that focus on preventing or reducing disorganized attachment may need to target the reduction of atypical caregiver behaviours. Specifically, frightened or frightening caregiver behaviour has been implicated in the etiology of disorganized attachment.

**Implications for Development and Policy**

Taken in tandem, all three of these papers support the importance of preventing insecure relationships and promoting secure attachment relationships between young children and their caregivers. Over the last several decades, evidence has mounted regarding the importance of establishing secure attachment for future adaptive development. Increasingly, prevention and intervention programs have targeted security of attachment as an outcome goal. Although there has been some evidence suggesting that short-term interventions that target parental sensitivity are efficacious and perhaps superior to long-term approaches that strive to modify parental state of mind regarding attachment, this controversy is far from resolved. In fact, it would be extremely premature to conclude that one approach is preferable to the other. As Egeland cautions, short-term behavioural approaches may be effective with lower-risk groups of infants and mothers, but we still do not have evidence that they would be as effective, or effective at all, with higher-risk populations.

In fact, studies recently conducted at Mt. Hope Family Center have offered compelling evidence that preventive interventions that target maternal representations of relationships are very effective in promoting attachment security. In the first investigation, toddler offspring of mothers who had experienced a major depressive disorder since the birth of the child were randomly assigned to an attachment-theory informed intervention or to a community standard condition. A group of non-depressed mothers served as a normative comparison group. Although at baseline toddlers with depressed mothers evidenced higher rates of insecurity than did toddlers
with non-depressed mothers, at the completion of the intervention the group that received the attachment-
theory informed intervention had significantly higher rates of security than did participants who received the
community standard intervention. Importantly, rates of security in the mother-child dyads that received the
attachment-theory informed intervention did not differ from those present in the dyads where mothers were not
depressed. For toddlers who participated in the attachment intervention, there was also a greater maintenance
of secure attachment organization among those who were initially secure, as well as a greater shift from
insecure to secure attachment groupings. Similarly compelling results have been obtained with maltreated
infants, where baseline rates of insecurity were over 90% and where post-intervention attachment security did
not differ from that of non-maltreated infants. Maltreated infants randomized to the community standard
condition continued to evidence extremely high rates of insecure attachment consistent with that present at
baseline. Interestingly, in the latter preventive intervention, a didactic and more behaviourally focused
intervention was just as effective as one dealing with maternal representations in promoting secure attachment.
Conversely, in the evaluation of a preventive intervention for maltreated preschool-aged children, only an
intervention that targeted maternal representations resulted in improvement in child representations of
caregivers and of self. Thus, the issue of preferred intervention strategy appears to be far from resolved and
caution must be exercised in bringing premature closure to this issue.

A number of other important issues need to be considered before definitive conclusions can be reached on how
best to promote secure attachment organization. First, it is unclear how durable the effects of the interventions
are and whether durability might vary as a function of the length and intensity of the intervention being provided.
Second, few if any investigations have sought to elucidate mediators of the intervention outcome. That is, while
we may know that a given intervention has been efficacious, we know considerably less about the mechanisms
that may be contributing to its efficacy. Such knowledge could be extremely helpful in identifying critical aspects
of an intervention and eliminating those that may be costly but do not add to the overall value of the
intervention. Finally, the bulk of evaluations have involved well-controlled efficacy trials that utilize clear
inclusion/exclusion criteria and well-trained and supervised clinicians, and also monitor the fidelity of the
intervention being provided. Although such randomized clinical trials are necessary in order to establish a
knowledge base, we must also work toward exporting these clinical methods into real-world arenas and then
continue to evaluate their effectiveness. Only then will we truly know how best to promote secure attachment
and what approaches may be most effective for a given population.
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